Intense and continuous development of Web functionalities and technologies has empowered nearly all aspects of daily life, and changed the way people and organizations communicate and interact. This special issue collects five research papers which are extensions of the best papers of the APWeb 2013 conference (The 15th Asia-Pacific Web Conference, Sydney, Australia). These papers study interesting and novel problems in Web technologies, database systems, and information management.
Finally, the paper "Privacy Preserving Graph Publication in a Distributed Environment", by Yuan et al., focuses on privacy preserving data publishing in social networks, where each publisher only holds a subgraph of the complete graph. A SMC (Secure Multi-Party Computation) based protocol is proposed to publish a privacy preserving graph in a distributed environment. This protocol publishes a privacy preserving graph without leaking the local content information and achieving the maximum graph utility.
We thank the authors for their contributions in this special issue. We also thank the reviewers for their valuable comments throughout the rigours review process. We hope that these papers provide the community with insights and inspirations for continued research work.
